Super-resolution fluorescence imaging by single-molecule photoactivation or photoswitching and position determination (localization microscopy) has the potential to fundamentally revolutionize our understanding of how cellular function is encoded at the molecular level. Among all powerful, high-resolution imaging techniques introduced in recent years, localization microscopy excels because it delivers single-molecule information about molecular distributions, even giving absolute numbers of proteins present in subcellular compartments. This provides insight into biological systems at a molecular level that can yield direct experimental feedback for modeling the complexity of biological interactions. In addition, efficient new labeling methods and strategies to improve localization are emerging that promise to achieve true molecular resolution. This raises localization microscopy as a powerful complementary method for correlative light and electron microscopy experiments.
Introduction
It is commonly accepted that the emission of a single fluorescent entity, for example, an organic fluorophore, a fluorescent protein or a semiconductor nanocrystal, shows random interruptions of fluorescence emission as a direct consequence of the observation of a single quantum system with discrete states (Dickson et al., 1997; Moerner and Orrit, 1999; Tinnefeld and Sauer, 2005) . Ultimately, the finding that not only differences in spectroscopic characteristics such as fluorescence emission wavelength and the lifetime of individual fluorophores (Heilemann et al., 2002; Lacoste et al., 2000; Pertsinidis et al., 2010) , but also the temporal emission characteristics (i.e. deterministic or stochastic switching of fluorophores between a fluorescent on-state and a non-fluorescent off-state by means of light) paved the way to resolve the distance between multiple fluorophores separated by less than half the wavelength of light (,l/2) (Abbe, 1873; Lidke et al., 2005; Hell, 2007; Galbraith and Galbraith, 2011) . Thus, photoswitching, photoactivation or photoconversion of fluorophores attached to the structure of interest in combination with precise single-molecule localization and image reconstruction is the key to bypassing the so-called diffraction barrier and allows us insight into structural details at a resolution that is unmatched so far. As the localization precision (i.e. the accuracy of position determination of a single fluorophore by fitting its emission pattern with a model function) depends mainly on the number of collected photons, N, and on the standard deviation, s, of the spatial response function of the imaging system to an infinitely small object [the point spread function (PSF)], single fluorophores can be localized with an accuracy that is approximated by s/N 1/2 for negligible background (Mortensen et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2002) . That is, the detection of only a few thousand photons from a single fluorophore allows the localization of the fluorophore with nanometer precision (Yildiz and Selvin, 2005) . Therefore, it was the discovery of photoconvertible and photoactivatable fluorescent proteins (Patterson and LippincottSchwartz, 2002; Ando et al., 2002; Lippincott-Schwartz and Patterson, 2009 ) and photoswitchable organic fluorophores (Heilemann et al., 2005; Bates et al., 2005 ) that ultimately cleared the way for localization microscopy. As a logical consequence, photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006; Shroff et al., 2007; Shroff et al., 2008) , fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) Hess et al., 2007) and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) using special pairs of fluorophores (Rust et al., 2006; Bates et al., 2007) were introduced shortly afterwards. A short time later, the use of commercially available organic fluorescent probes, such as fluorophore-labeled antibodies or phalloidin probes, was demonstrated for super-resolution imaging by direct STORM (dSTORM), facilitating the acceptance and broad applicability of localization microscopy Heilemann et al., 2009; van de Linde et al., 2011a; Jones et al., 2011; Dempsey et al., 2011; Sillibourne et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 2011; Kaminski-Schierle et al., 2011; van de Linde et al., 2012; Zessin et al., 2012; Lampe et al., 2012; Wilmes et al., 2012; Rossy et al., 2013; Mattila et al., 2013) . Furthermore, other localization microscopy methods using photoswitching of standard organic fluorophores under slightly different experimental conditions emerged under the names of GSDIM (ground-state depletion microscopy followed by individual molecule return) (Fölling et al., 2008) and blink microscopy . Transient binding of fluorescent probes to the target structure (Sharonov and Hochstrasser, 2006; Giannone et al., 2010) or the conversion of fluorogenic probes by catalysts (Roeffaers et al., 2009) were also exploited successfully to reconstruct super-resolution fluorescence images. This Commentary summarizes the basic requirements of localization microscopy, underscoring the role of single-molecule detection using standard fluorescent probes and discusses its farreaching prospects. I point out current hurdles that must be overcome to exploit the full potential of localization microscopy and to provide meaningful and possibly quantitative information. The discussion also includes the necessity of efficient labeling strategies (Box 1) and suited reference structures (Box 2) to successfully utilize the full potential of localization microcopy. Finally, I discuss ways of further enhancing the localization precision for individual fluorophores, such as cooling the sample to cryogenic temperatures or the application of elaborate chemical redox cocktails.
Basic principles and artifacts of localization microscopy Localization microscopy is comparatively easy to implement as it requires only a wide-field microscope equipped with a continuous wave laser with a power of ,100 mW for efficient excitation, a 405 nm laser for activation and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera for sensitive detection of fluorescence.
Together with the availability of efficient open-source software for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) multicolor localization microscopy (e.g. rapidSTORM) Wolter et al., 2012) , localization microscopy provides the best cost-benefit ratio among the different super-resolution imaging methods. Furthermore, manufacturers are now offering user-friendly, fully integrated instruments such as N-STORM (Nikon), Elyra PAL-M (Zeiss) and SR GSD (Leica).
When performing localization microscopy, the protein of interest has to be labeled with photoswitchable or photoactivatable fluorophores, the majority of which must be transferred to a non-fluorescent off-state. In the case of photoactivatable fluorophores, the fluorophores essentially reside in their non-fluorescent state before activation. If standard organic fluorophores are used, the majority of fluorophores are converted to a metastable dark state upon irradiation with light. Then, during the experiment, only a stochastic subset of single fluorophores is switched on for a given observation time (e.g. upon irradiation with UV light at 405 nm) and localized. This cycle of photoactivation of fluorescent probes and subsequent readout is repeated to record a stack of thousands of images and reconstruct a super-resolution image from, typically, several tens of thousands to millions of localizations ( Fig. 1) .
It is important to consider that the extractable structural information from localization microscopy data is not only determined by the optical resolution of the instrument but, equally, by the labeling density. According to information theory, the required density of fluorescent probes has to be sufficiently high to satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Shannon, Box 1. Different sizes of fluorescent labels N Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is a protein comprising 238 amino acid residues (2-5 nm, 27 kDa), which exhibits bright green fluorescence when exposed to light in the blue to ultraviolet range (Tsien, 1998; Ormö et al., 1996) . N Immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies are large molecules (,10 nm, 150 kDa) comprising four peptide chains. IgGs are commonly used in immunocytochemistry applications to target specific peptide or protein antigens in cells (Weber et al., 1978) .
N The SNAP-tag uses the human DNA repair enzyme O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase (AGT). AGT has a mass of 20 kDa and, in a similar manner to fluorescent proteins, is genetically attached to a protein of interest (Gautier et al., 2008) . Labeling is achieved by using fluorophore-labeled O6-benzylguanine substrates that are processed by AGT, which first cleaves off the O6-benzylguanine unit and then covalently binds the fluorophore. N Phalloidin, a toxin from the death cap (Amanita phalloides), binds F-actin and prevents its depolymerization. The bi-cyclic heptapeptide has a molecular mass of 789 g/mol and is approximately four times smaller than GFP and AGT.
N The 1,2,3-triazole linkage (click chemistry) between a fluorophore modified as an azide and a reaction partner (e.g. protein) modified as an alkyne, or vice versa, is extremely stable. Classic click reactions comprise a copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition to label molecules of interest. To avoid cytotoxic effects of Cu(I) DIBO (dibenzycyclooctyne), fluorophore derivatives have been developed (Laughlin et al., 2008) . The strain in the eight-membered ring allows the reaction with azide-modified molecules in the absence of Cu(I). See figure for the different structures.
1949). In essence, the theorem states that the mean distance between neighboring localized fluorophores (the sampling interval) must be at least twice as fine as the desired resolution. For example, to resolve 20 nm structural features in one dimension, a fluorophore must be localized at least every 10 nm. In order to allow the isolated localization of individual fluorophores, only one fluorophore out of all fluorophores present within the diffraction-limited area, accounting for a specific structure, is allowed to reside in its fluorescent state at any time during the experiment (Fig. 1A-D) . This implies that the lifetime of the off-state has to be substantially longer than the lifetime of the on-state or, in other words, the photoswitching ratio r5k off /k on must be high enough to minimize false multiplefluorophore localizations (Fig. 1E-H) . If the fluorophores are arranged along a single filament, false localizations have no impact on the structural resolution perpendicular to filament extension. In the case of two adjacent fluorophores on crossing filaments, the generation of a false localization will affect the ability to resolve both filaments independently. Consequently, false localizations owing to inappropriate photoswitching rates or fluorophore densities that are too high can give rise to the appearance of fluorophore clusters instead of revealing, for example, crossing cytoskeletal filaments that are possibly loaded with cargo vesicles (Fig. 1E-H) .
It must be pointed out that, in practice, the density of fluorescent spots should be well below one emitter per mm 2 to enable reliable spot finding and fitting . If, for any reason, the emitter density increases (e.g. to increase the temporal resolution in live-cell experiments), the number of erroneously analyzed overlapping PSFs increases as well. These localization errors are included as artifacts in the reconstructed super-resolution image and can lead to unresolved features and misinterpretation. Here, new approaches such as DAOSTORM (Holden et al., 2011) and compressed sensing (Zhu et al., 2012) promise to put things right, allowing a fluorophore density of up to 10 emitters per mm 2 with tolerable error rates.
Efficient fluorescence labeling
Because the density of fluorophores controls the achievable structural resolution (Shannon, 1949) , efficient and specific labeling with fluorescent probes is another decisive aspect of super-resolution imaging. Photoactivatable fluorescent proteins, such as EosFP, psCFP, PAGFP, PAmCherry and PAtagRFP are undoubtedly the labels of choice for live-cell localization microscopy because they can be genetically fused to the protein of interest (Betzig et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2007; Shroff et al., 2007; Manley et al., 2008; Shroff et al., 2008; Subach et al., 2009) . Thus, in the ideal case, each protein carries a single fluorophore and shows wild-type functionality. With a molecular mass of ,27 kDa, a barrel-like structure and a size of 2-5 nm (Tsien, 1998; Ormö et al., 1996) (Box 1), a fluorescent protein can, however, perturb protein functionality. Furthermore, besides a few exceptions, such as farnesylated Eos fused to the plasma membrane marker CAAX (Kanchanawong et al., 2010) , fluorescent proteins do not have a direct extension to other classes of biomolecules, including lipids, nucleic acids, glycans and secondary metabolites, and have lessthan-optimal fluorescent properties. Organic fluorophores such as rhodamine or carbocyanine dyes are substantially smaller (,1 nm) (Box 1), and in general exhibit a higher fluorescence quantum yield and improved photostability, but require a chemical labeling procedure. For fixed cells, immunofluorescence is the method of choice using primary and secondary antibodies. The drawback, however, is the size of the commonly used immunoglobulin G antibodies (,10 nm) (Weber et al., 1978 ) (Box 1), which can deteriorate epitope recognition and increase the apparent size of the actual structure. To reduce the size of the label, direct labeling of the primary antibody or the use of very small labeled camelid antibodies (nanobodies) directed against green fluorescent protein (GFP) (Ries et al., 2012) can be used. Anti-GFP nanobodies have a molecular mass of 13 kDa and a size of 1.562.5 nm. Fluorophore-labeled phalloidin, a bi-cyclic heptapeptide from the death cap, and paclitaxel, a drug of the class of taxanes synthesized by fungi in the bark of Pacific yew trees, are very small and efficient labels for the specific labeling of actin and microtubulin filaments, respectively, in fixed cells (Box 1).
Live-cell localization microscopy with organic fluorophores is more demanding, requiring a method for specific and stoichiometric labeling of proteins in living cells with organic fluorophores that can be switched between an on-and off-state in the cellular redox environment. Because living cells naturally contain the reducing glutathione disulfide-glutathione couple (GSH-GSSG) at millimolar concentrations in the cytosol,
Box 2. Reference structures for super-resolution imaging
The nuclear core complex (NPC) comprises multiple copies of nucleoporins and represents one of the largest molecular machines in the cell (,120 MDa in the higher eukaryotes). NPCs are wheel-shaped, eightfold symmetrical cylindrical assemblies with an ,125 nm diameter core structure and a height of ,70 nm. They contain eight spokes arranged in a radially symmetrical fashion and a central channel with a diameter of 35-50 nm, as well as a cytoplasmic ring and a nuclear ring (Beck et al., 2007) .
Centrosomes, the main microtubule-organizing center (MTOC) possess, in animals, two orthogonally arranged centrioles surrounded by an amorphous mass of pericentriolar material. Each centriole is made up of a ring of nine groups of microtubules with a length of 700 nm and a diameter of 250 nm. The two centrioles are arranged such that one is perpendicular to the other (Kitagawa et al., 2011) .
The space separating a presynaptic and postsynaptic cell in a chemical synapse, across which the neurotransmitters have to diffuse for signal transduction, is called the synaptic cleft. Electron micrographs suggest a relatively constant average distance between pre-and postsynaptic membranes, ranging between 15 and 25 nm (Ribrault et al., 2011) . That is, dependent on their respective function, pre-and postsynaptic proteins are separated at distances well below the diffraction barrier.
Taking advantage of the self-recognition properties of DNA, rigid, branched DNA motifs based on the complementary WatsonCrick base pairing between segments of a given set of oligonucleotides can be used as a super-resolution imaging ruler. The DNA origami method introduced by Rothemund in 2006 (Rothemund, 2006 folds a long single-stranded DNA strand (scaffold) into a desired 2D or 3D shape with the help of hundreds of short oligonucleotides, called staple strands. Because fluorophores can be attached to staple strands or hybridized through a complementary DNA strand, DNA origami allows the synthesis of identical nanostructures in a single experiment (Tørring et al., 2011; Saccà and Niemeyer, 2012) .
localization microscopy by dSTORM is feasible with many Alexa Fluor and ATTO dyes (van de Linde et al., 2011a; van de Linde et al., 2012; van de Linde et al., 2013; Wombacher et al., 2010; Klein et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2011) . Post-translational labeling of proteins in living cells can be achieved using genetically encoded polypeptide tags in combination with organic fluorophore ligands (Miller and Cornish, 2005; Fernández-Suárez and Ting, 2008) . However, most of these methods still use large protein tags comparable to the size of fluorescent proteins that can sterically interfere with protein function, such as the HaloTag with a molecular mass of 35 kDa (Los et al., 2008) , SNAP/CLIP-tags with a molecular mass of 20 kDa (Gautier et al., 2008) and the DHFR/TMP tag with a molecular mass of 18 kDa (Gallagher et al., 2009 ) (Box 1). So far, different combinations of SNAP-, Halo-, TMP-, CLIP-tags and organic fluorophores have also been successfully used in combination with photoactivatable fluorescent proteins for multicolor live-cell localization microscopy (Appelhans et al., 2012; Benke et al., 2012; Klein et al., 2012; Wilmes et al., 2012) . The FlAsH tag, consisting of only 12 amino acids, is much smaller than fluorescent proteins and has been used successfully for intracellular labeling. However, it suffers from problems including labeling specificity and cellular toxicity (Adams et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2005) .
Another currently emerging labeling method that is ideally suited for high-density labeling of target structures involves the incorporation of unique chemical functionality into a target molecule using the biosynthesis machinery of the cell (Prescher and Bertozzi, 2005) . This so-called bio-orthogonal 'click chemistry' has led to an explosion of interest in the selective covalent labeling of molecules in cells and living organisms (Kolb et al., 2001; Prescher and Bertozzi, 2005; Zessin et al., 2012) . Click chemistry relies on a copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (Box 1). Copper-free alternative labeling methods with improved biocompatibility are also available for live-cell labeling nowadays (Laughlin et al., 2008) . Owing to the small size of azide and alkyne tags, modified amino acids, monosaccharides, nucleotides or fatty acids can be metabolically incorporated by living cells or organisms with high efficiency. Finally, the complementary alkyne or azide linked fluorophore are 'clicked' into place. It should be noted that click chemistry, just as any other synthetic labeling method, has the drawback that the labeling efficiency might not be known.
For specific labeling of proteins by click chemistry, a method based on enzyme-catalyzed probe ligation called PRIME (probe incorporation mediated by enzymes) (Uttamapinant et al., 2010) can be used. The central component of the PRIME method is an engineered lipoic acid ligase (LplA) from Escherichia coli that catalyzes the covalent tagging of the desired probe to a 13 amino acid recognition sequence called the LplA acceptor peptide (LAP). In the first step, the genetically fused LAP is ligated sitespecifically with 10-azidodecanoic acid in cells, and in the second step, fluorophore-modified cyclooctynes react with the azide and form the corresponding aza-dibenzocyclooctyne (E-H) Simulation of the ability to resolve crossing filaments (262 mm per image) labeled with a fluorophore every 40 nm at different photoswitching ratios (r5k off /k on ). Only for a high photoswitching ratio of r51000 (e.g. the fluorophores stay on average for 1 ms in the on-state and 1 s in the off-state) is the crossing point clearly resolved. For lower ratios (e.g. r510-30), false localizations affect the presence of a fluorophore aggregate or cluster (F). Details of data simulations have been described previously . Super-resolved images were reconstructed using rapidSTORM (Wolter et al., 2012) .
(ADIBO) (Box 1) (Yao et al., 2012) . Alternatively, intracellular proteins can be specifically labeled with, for example, fluorophore-tetrazine derivatives, following the incorporation of genetically encoded unnatural amino acids (UAAs) (Liu and Schultz, 2010) .
However, such highly efficient labeling methods can also cause unexpected side effects. With increasing labeling density, the inter-fluorophore distances decrease. Thus, direct electronic quenching interactions between fluorophores, such as in protein aggregates or clusters [e.g. homo-fluorescence resonance energy transfer (homo-FRET) or non-fluorescent fluorophore dimer formation], have to be considered.
Quantification and reliability of localization microcopy
Biological function is often crucially dependent on the quantification of absolute protein numbers in cellular structures or locally in protein complexes such that precise quantification has become increasingly important. Protein numbers are also useful for the generation of quantitative models and simulations, and for the determination of reaction rates in cellular processes. The most direct approach for counting protein molecules is to compare the fluorescence intensity of a protein of interest of a standard with a known protein number labeled with the same fluorophore. Another approach, stepwise photobleaching, relies on stochastic photobleaching of fluorophores upon illumination with light. Whereas quantification by fluorescence intensity is prone to errors owing to fluorescence quenching effects and requires several corrections to achieve accurate measurements (Coffman and Wu, 2012) , stepwise photobleaching is limited to low protein numbers because the likelihood of missed events increases exponentially with the number of molecules (Ulbrich and Isacoff, 2007) .
Because localization microscopy reconstructs the superresolved image from single-molecule localization events, it contains information per se about the number of molecules, presupposing that each molecule is labeled with an intact fluorophore, detected above a certain photon threshold and that the number of localizations measured per individual fluorophore is accessible. Naively, one could assume that localization microscopy thus permits direct access to densities and numbers of proteins simply by counting the number of localizations present in time and space, and dividing the total number of localizations by the number of localizations measured for an individual isolated fluorophore under similar experimental conditions.
The first hurdle, however, that has to be overcome is quantitative labeling of the protein of interest. Here, fluorescent proteins offer the distinct advantage of specific stoichiometric labeling of proteins. Unfortunately, fluorescent proteins also show blinking, that is, transient off/on switching that can lead to re-counting of the same fluorophore (Annibale et al., 2010; Annibale et al., 2011; Lando et al., 2012) . Strategies to overcome re-counting of fluorescent proteins generally exploit the time dependence of photoswitching of individual fluorophores (Sengupta et al., 2011; Veatch et al., 2012) . Another factor that can compromise quantification is that emission from a single fluorophore contributes to more than one image. In addition, problems can arise with the production of stable cell lines expressing endogenous protein levels that show wild-type viability. Furthermore, the fraction of misfolded fluorescent proteins does not always remain negligibly low; even if it did, however, we would not know the percentage of fluorophores missed in the experiment owing to fast photobleaching.
Organic fluorophores are certainly only the second choice for protein quantification because of problems with quantitative labeling and multiple localizations owing to on/off switching on expanded time scales, but they are typically much brighter and more photostable than fluorescent proteins. Thus, the percentage of fluorophores detected and localized accurately is higher. Independent of the fluorophore used, the handling of multiple localizations remains challenging, as it is known that fluorophores change their photophysical properties, including photoswitching performance, depending on their nanoenvironment . Therefore, isolated fluorophores located outside of the investigated cellular compartment cannot be used as reference. To extract the number of localizations typically detected per fluorophore, it is of utmost importance to perform calibration experiments in the same cellular nanoenvironment with different concentrations of 'active' fluorophores. That is, localization microscopy experiments with different concentrations of primary and secondary antibodies (titration experiments) have to be performed to unravel the number of labeled, endogenous proteins.
Yet, the ideal tool to judge the veracity of localization microscopy data is a robust test sample with a well-defined molecular structure and composition. Such test samples can also be used advantageously for calibration of super-resolution imaging instruments and optimization of experimental photoswitching conditions (e.g. irradiation wavelength and intensity, buffer and pH of the solvent). Among the various natural biological samples, the nuclear pore complex (NPC) with its well-defined molecular composition, high density in the nuclear membrane, subdiffraction dimension and eightfold symmetry (Adams and Wente, 2013 ) holds a special position (Fig. 2) . Thus, the NPC can be used not only to calibrate microscopes, but also to test the achievable resolution of different super-resolution imaging methods by resolving, for example, the central channel of the NPC with a diameter of ,40 nm. Because the NPC is made up of a defined number of proteins, it is also a good test sample for counting the number of molecules in a biological structure. In addition, Fig. 2 . Superimposed image of accumulated dSTORM data and an electron microscopy image of the nuclear pore complex. The image demonstrates that localization microscopy and electron microscopy can be used as complementary tools for structural investigations of biomolecular machines . Scale bar: 100 nm. centrosomes comprising two orthogonally arranged centrioles, each consisting of nine triplet microtubules (Sillibourne et al., 2011; Lau et al., 2012; Lukinavičius et al., 2013) , or pre-and post-synaptic proteins separated by the synaptic cleft (Dani et al., 2010) , can also be used as natural biological calibration samples (Box 2). Artificial calibration samples for 2D and 3D localization microscopy include DNA origami (Steinhauer et al., 2009) , single-molecule assembled patterns generated by cut-and-paste technology (SMCP) (Kufer et al., 2008; Cordes et al., 2010) and DNA bricks (Box 2) (Ke et al., 2012) .
Improving resolution of localization microscopy
Because precision of localization is mainly determined by photon statistics, the collection of more fluorescence photons per switching event is the most important parameter for resolution enhancement. The most direct approach enabling roughly a doubling of the detection efficiency constitutes a dual-objective detection scheme using two opposing objective lenses (Ram et al., 2009; Shtengel et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012) . Alternatively, the photoswitching rates can be decelerated by chemical or physical means, allowing the detection of more fluorescence photons per switching event. Then, however, the increase gained in localization precision is at the cost of the time required to improve the balance between spatial and temporal resolution. In addition, triplet-state quenchers such as cyclooctatetraene (COT) (Altman et al., 2012) can be used to increase the number of fluorescence photons emitted per switching event by optimizing the cycling between the singlet and triplet states before the fluorophore eventually enters a long-lived off-state.
Cooling of the sample to cryogenic temperatures provides the possibility of freezing conformation dynamics and undesired photophysical reactions of fluorophores in the excited state that usually cause photobleaching (Schwartz et al., 2007) . Provided that the activation rate of fluorophores can be kept sufficiently low so that only a small subpopulation of spatially well-separated fluorophores resides in the on-state at any time during the experiment, cryo-localization microscopy can potentially allow the detection of orders of magnitude more fluorescence photons, improving the localization precision, even for fluorescent proteins, towards molecular-length scales.
In order to enable the observation of prolonged fluorescence trajectories from single fluorophores at room temperature, ROXS (reducing and oxidizing system) Vogelsang et al., 2010) has been introduced. ROXS efficiently quenches long-lived triplet states of fluorophores that have been identified as the origin of different reversible and irreversible photoreactions. As a generally applicable concept, ROXS quenches the triplet state using, for example, a reducing agent such as ascorbic acid, through formation of a radical anion and repopulates the singlet ground state by oxidizing the radical anion with an electron acceptor (e.g. methylviologen). Depending on the redox properties of the fluorophore, the reducing and oxidizing agents and their concentrations, either reduction or oxidation proceeds first and allows the observation of very long fluorescence trajectories from individual fluorophores uninterrupted by fluorescence intermittencies.
The recipes for efficient preparation of off-states that were introduced all share one similarity: the off-state represents a reduced form of the fluorescent on-state of the fluorophore. Upon irradiation of aqueous solutions of rhodamine, carbocyanine and oxazine dyes at their absorption maxima in the presence of millimolar concentrations of thiols such as b-mercaptoethylamine (MEA), reduced species are formed that absorb at shorter wavelengths (Heilemann et al., 2005; Heilemann et al., 2009; van de Linde et al., 2011a) . The generated semi-reduced radical anions and fully reduced leuco-dyes exhibit a surprising stability at room temperature in aqueous solvents and can be efficiently transferred to the on-state by weak irradiation at 405 nm or by purging of the sample with oxygen (van de Linde et al., 2011a; van de Linde et al., 2011b , Schäfer et al., 2013 . Alternatively, cyanine and rhodamine dyes can be reduced with sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ) to form the corresponding fully reduced leuco-dyes [i.e. hydrocyanines (Kundu et al., 2009; Vogelsang et al., 2010) and dihydrorhodamines (Edman and Rigler, 2000) ] that are commercially available as fluorescent sensors for the detection of reactive oxygen species (ROS) or oxidizing enzymes, respectively.
Therefore, in order to perform localization microscopy with improved resolution at room temperature, the molecule of interest must be first efficiently labeled with a suitable standard fluorophore (Fig. 3) . In the second step, the fluorophores are stably reduced. Before a strong reducer such as NaBH 4 is used, the structure should be preserved (cross-linked) to minimize artifacts. After generation of stable, fully reduced leuco-dyes, the reducing medium is exchanged with a ROXS buffer containing an oxygen scavenger to minimize auto-oxidation, and reducing and oxidizing substances (e.g. ascorbic acid and methylviologen) . Importantly, the ROXS buffer has to be designed for cycling the fluorophore through a ROXS-induced radical state that is different from the fully reduced state (leucodye) generated by the strong reducer (e.g. NaBH 4 ), such that the fully reduced fluorophores will not be reactivated by the ROXS buffer alone. Finally, ROXS-based localization microcopy is initiated by activation of a sparse subset of reduced fluorophores through irradiation of the sample at 405 nm with low intensity, followed by photobleaching of individual activated fluorophores after detection of several thousand photons. The procedure is repeated until a super-resolved localization microscopy image can be reconstructed. The quality and also the reliability of the resulting super-resolution image is thus mainly determined by the stability of the reduced fluorophores to auto-oxidation and the reversibility of the reducing (or light-induced) oxidizing cyclethat is, the likelihood of irreversible follow-up reactions of the reduced fluorophore.
The first successful demonstration of ROXS-based localization microscopy achieved resolutions of several nanometers, detecting 10 4 -10 6 photons per localization (Vaughan et al., 2012) . The recovery fraction was 66% for the blue dye ATTO 488, 35-40% for the yellow dyes Cy3 and Cy3B, and 12-17% for the red dyes Alexa 647 and Cy5.5. Besides the use of standard fluorophores that need to be reduced after labeling of the molecule of interest, so-called caged, non-fluorescent dyes that can be activated upon irradiation with UV light, such as rhodamine NN dyes, which have a 2-diazoketone (COCNN) caging group incorporated into a spiro-9H-xanthene fragment (Belov et al., 2010) , could also be used for ROXS-based localization microscopy.
The practicality of cryo-or ROXS-based localization microscopy for structural resolution enhancement in biological samples thus crucially relies on two requirements: ultrahighdensity labeling methods to meet the Nyquist criterion; and efficient preparation of fluorophores in stable off-states with the possibility to recover only a small subpopulation to the on-state by external means. Having ultrahigh-density labeling methods at hand (e.g. click chemistry) means the structural resolution could effectively be improved towards achieving the FRET regime of a few nanometers. How such high fluorophore densities affect the blinking properties of fluorophores remains to be studied in future experiments. However, even with scarce label distributions, localization microscopy of multiprotein complexes -so-called molecular machines or nanomachines, such as ribosomes or proteasomes -could be achieved with molecular resolution when the results of multiple inefficient random labeling experiments are combined.
Conclusions
At present, electron microscopy is the gold standard for the investigation of cellular structures at the molecular level. However, far-field fluorescence microscopy methods are catching up quickly, allowing us first insights into the dynamic structural organization of cells and even living organisms at the nanoscale (Berning et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2012) . The achievable optical resolution will undoubtedly further increase, thus bridging the gap with the FRET regime and opening new windows for combined FRET and localization microscopy studies (Uphoff et al., 2010) . Localization microscopy can also advance the interpretation of fluorescence colocalization microscopy data because it provides single-molecule coordinates rather than intensity information.
Furthermore, localization microscopy is the ideal complementary tool for correlative light and electron microscopy. Whereas electron microscopy can image the cellular context with molecular resolution, localization microscopy can provide quantitative information about distributions and compositions of specifically labeled cellular molecules and machines (Fig. 2) . The correlation of function and nanostructural organization (e.g. in synaptic proteins) can likewise be unraveled by combining electrophysiological recording and localization microscopy.
3D localization microscopy based on PSF re-modeling by astigmatism, biplane or more complex approaches is very powerful, but is restricted to thin samples close to the coverslip because refractive index mismatches deteriorate the PSF with increasing axial depth, and thus complicate the determination of the precise axial position. It is not yet possible to accurately answer the question of whether we will soon be able to accomplish 3D whole organism localization microscopy with virtually molecular resolution. Furthermore, imaging entire living organisms involves trade-offs between resolution, speed and phototoxicity. In response to these challenges, both experimental and theoretical improvements are urgently needed to achieve the required balance. Step 2) The fluorophores are reduced with NaBH 4 , for example, or other reducers, before the reducing medium is exchanged for a ROXS buffer (Step 3) . ( Step 4) Controlled photoinduced activation of only a subset of reduced fluorophores succeeds upon irradiation with 405 nm light at low intensities (van de Linde et al., 2011a; van de Linde et al., 2011b; Vaughan et al., 2012) . ( Step 5) Activated (oxidized) fluorophores show long fluorescence trajectories (i.e. they exhibit a much higher photostability) under ROXS buffer conditions providing more photons for their precise localization. The localization precision and structural resolution (presuming that the labeling density is high enough) can be controlled by the photostability of the fluorophores (i.e. the efficiency of the ROXS buffer) by varying, for example, the concentration of the reducing and oxidizing agents.
